ACROSS

1 Engage in a boxing match
5 Has no I
9 Brief Biography
13 Saint's nimbus
14 Form of public transportation
15 Anthem opener
16 Analogy phrase
17 For want of ______
18 Less than love
19 Ethanol and dimethyl ether, for example
21 Ordered
23 An Earl, in Fr.
24 Eel sushi
25 Lack of concern
29 Middle English conjunction
31 Opening of Jackson
35 Past girlfriends?
36 Type of grain
37 Aquarium parasites
40 Completion of Jackson
45 Homerisms?
46 Gilt Bronze
47 Type of community
51 His abdication in 1931 led to the Second Republic of Spain
14 Long suffering one
20 See 34 down
22 Division preposition
26 Contagious disease
27 Aide
28 Past host of Entertainment Tonight
29 Rich soil mixtures
30 Diminuitive suffix
32 Biblical boater
33 IT degree program
34 See 20 down
38 Fictional computer
39 Waste
41 Paradise
42 Sleeps
43 Lots
44 Scuffle
47 Move smoothly
48 Sherlock adjective
49 Strikes
50 Delivered justice
51 Rental agency
52 Popular cookie
54 Winter conveyance
55 Tiny bit
56 Feel
59 With Z, a range

DOWN

1 Often found in Chinese and Japanese cuisine
2 Skip
3 Lowest female voice range
4 Best with a view
5 Taut
6 Airflight acronym
7 Operatic solo
8 A barnacle is often mistaken as one
9 European river
10 ______ the Body Electric
11 Star Trek's sulu
12 Agreed with?